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Massachusetts’ Wolpert Insurance Caters to Niche Markets with the Launch
of Three New Microsites

The agency’s interactive new websites were created to make the online insurance shopping
experience much more educational and intuitive for business owners seeking very specific types
of insurance coverage and services.

Worcester,MA (PRWEB) December 04, 2011 -- Local Massachusetts insurance agency,Wolpert Insurance, is
proud to announce its three new microsites, each of which caters to businesses with specific insurance needs,
including livery companies, movers and auto body shops. With everything from limo policies to garage
insurance, each site is a one-stop shop for companies within these specific industries.

The agency’s interactive new websites were created to make the online insurance shopping experience much
more educational and intuitive for business owners seeking very specific types of insurance coverage and
services. The sites are divided into clear product categories, making it nearly effortless for Massachusetts
insurance shoppers to find exactly the type of coverage and service they are looking for – and better yet, allow
the consumer to take a much more proactive approach to better understanding his or her policy options.

When it comes to finding proper business insurance, there is no such thing as a one-size-fits-all policy, which is
why the team at Wolpert Insurance is dedicated to helping all of its commercial lines clients find the right type
of coverage. Moving companies seeking comprehensive coverage can simply visit Wolpert’smovers insurance
site to learn how they can obtain a policy that will protect their trucks, warehouses, employees and more. With
New Year’sEve quickly approaching, it may be time for limo companies to ensure that they have the right
livery insurance in place, before the busy season is in full swing.

Regardless of what a customer’s needs may be, the experts at Wolpert Insurance are ready and willing to help.
Individuals and business owners can get the answers to their most intricate insurance questions by visiting one
of Wolpert’sconvenient websites, getting social with the agents on various social media sites or by calling them
at (888) 596-5344.

About Wolpert Insurance:

Established in 1956, Wolpert Insurance has had over 50 years in the insurance business. Wolpert Insurance
Agency currently represents the insurance needs for thousands of businesses and families throughout
Massachusetts, and also covers local areas of Worcester and Easton. The agency is committed to developing the
right relationships with the right carriers to ensure that clients receive the most competitive pricing and
comprehensive coverage available.
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Contact Information
Meghan Knobbe
Astonish Results
401-921-6220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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